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Love & Hip Hop: New York Specials (Series 8)

2 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Reunion Part 1

In the first part of the reunion Anais has left her fling with Richie D behind her and is trying to
make things work with her husband Ruben, as long as he remembers she’s the same woman he
married & “she’s crazy!” Bianca and Bri’s unresolved issues have embroiled other cast members
all season long, but when Remy gets involved, she quickly puts Bri in her place. Judy makes it
clear she’s in the prime of her life and she’s going to live life how she sees fit and Yandy is caught
off guard by a message from Mendeecees. Jonathan presents Trent with his own paperwork &
also shares his thoughts on why his mother sent him to gay conversion camp. Remy and Pap still
can’t confirm they’re pregnant, while Lil Mo surprises everyone with the announcement she & Karl
are expecting a baby. Mariah Things take a turn when an unexpected beef takes center stage.

2. Reunion Part 2

On the conclusion of the Love and Hip hop reunion, Snoop's on stage prank leaves many,
including James R., stunned. Things get heated between the Diaz sisters and Anias, after the
Dominican Diva refuses to change her inappropriate work relationship with Navarro. Juju opens
up about her breakup with Cam'ron and the possibility of a connection between her and Safaree.
Things were looking good for Safaree and Juju until, a never before seen clip of the Jamaican
Stuntman and MariahLynn in a bathtub together, pops up. While Safaree is trying to find his way
with the women in his life, his music career is thriving with the release of his new hit "Paradise The
Remix." Tensions rise when a communication errors leaves Bri off Safaree’s song. Bri and
Kiyanne face off over their beef from St. Maarten and how it came to be that Kiyanne ended up
taking Bri's place on "Paradise The Remix." Rich Dollaz updates us on his improvements in his
battle with Diabetes and Safaree ends the reunion and season eight with his trademarked
outburst of “straiiight!”


